A lot of things can happen in eight minutes. Light from the sun reaches earth in eight minutes. An egg can boil in eight minutes. Your entire perspective can change in that same eight minutes.
We believe this timely video is so critical to unmask the hidden dangers of the women's ordination movement that we are imploring you to take a look and understand why this is such a critical turning point in the history of our church.

Please click here or on the image above to watch now!

Help us make this video go viral!
Share it to your social media outlets by clicking below!
Strange Fire

by Doug Batchelor & Dwight Hall

An increasingly popular activity in today’s church is to question and dismiss the Bible distinctions between men and women as ancient chauvinistic customs. Should Christians base their conclusion regarding the different gender roles on Bible or cultural pressures? *Strange Fire* answers this question and others.

Available in English, Spanish, Portuguese, and French.

Paperback | **$6.99**

- Buy 10 for $2.99 each
- Buy 25 for $1.99 each
- Buy 50 for $1.49 each
- Buy 100 for $0.99 each

[Click here to shop now.](#)
Louis R. Torres shares an extended study on ordination and its biblical sacredness, and how the question pertains to women’s ordination. Pastor Torres has a long history of service and soul-winning in the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Appended to the article is an extended section addressing many questions relating to Ellen White materials on ordination.

Paperback | $9.99

Click here to shop now.
Reflections on Women's Ordination

by Stephen Bohr

This book is not strident, nor is it chauvinistic. Quite the contrary, it is the product of careful, painstaking research, combined with a fair and balanced delineation of the facts concerning the whole issue of women's ordination to the Gospel ministry. Although the subject matter without doubt touches the emotions, the appeal of Pastor Bohr's essay is quiet and well reasoned.

Paperback | $4.95

Click here to shop now.